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ABSTRACT

Recent survey work indicates that the objectives held by managers of maintenance for application software are partially out of step with the managers' own perceptions of the demands on them. This is a possible cause of maintenance difficulties, to the extent that maintenance managers do guide their behavior by their professed objectives. It is a likely cause of maintenance difficulties if software maintenance is regarded as a service function in an organization, which the survey indicates is the case.

*This paper was presented at the 1982 National Computer Conference, but it was mistakenly omitted from the 1982 Proceedings and thus appears in this year's Proceedings. It was not presented as part of a 1983 NCC session. AFIPS appreciates Dr. Chapin's contribution to NCC 1982 and regrets the omission of the paper from last year's publication.
INTRODUCTION

The management of software maintenance for application software affects what maintenance is done, when it is done, and how it is done. Software maintenance is managed by supervisors, team leaders, project leaders, programming managers, maintenance managers, and sometimes even by programmers. For convenience and briefness in wording, the term maintenance manager is used here for any person, whatever his or her job title, who manages software maintenance.

By software maintenance is meant work performed on existing computer programs and systems to correct their performance (for example, to restore to operation after a failure), to adapt them to changed operating environments (for example, to fit with a change in the operating system), to enhance their performance, to include new or different functions, or to delete functions (for example, to add a new output report). The most important influence on this definition of maintenance is the administrative judgment of how large an enhancement must be to be classified as new development instead of maintenance.

As the total amount of maintenance to be done gradually grows, so also grows the effect of the way that the maintenance work is managed. The swelling backlog of work waiting to be done, the relatively high cost of maintenance, and the lag from request to completion, have all been pointed to as evidence of increasing problems in managing maintenance.

As part of a study of the causes of maintenance problems, 15 managers from 12 organizations were surveyed about the demands on them and their objectives in managing maintenance work. The report that follows describes the character of the response, and discusses its implications. This study is a companion to one reported previously at the 1981 National Computer Conference.

RESPONSES

The respondents (maintenance managers) were asked two questions. The first question was what their objectives were in managing maintenance work. Later on the same day, a second question was put: What were the demands made on them in managing maintenance work? Both questions sought open-ended responses and gave the respondents freedom to frame, organize, and order their responses as they saw fit. Essays were not expected but were acceptable, and multiple-choice and true/false responses were neither asked nor encouraged.

In making their responses, the managers had the opportunity to discuss their possible responses with one or two other maintenance managers, and they were encouraged to do so.

The responses were also sometimes orally commented on by still other maintenance managers; the respondent was allowed to reply orally but not to change the response. In general, nearly all maintenance managers spoke of their jobs just as they saw them, and were respected for that by the other maintenance managers.

The responses fell predominantly into five categories, but with some notable exceptions as described later. Which category a response fell into depended partly on how the response was expressed, partly on its implications. Some responses fell into more than one category.

The first category focused on the managers' supervisors. The objectives here were to secure recognition of accomplishment. The demands seen from this source were to use resources well and make do with existing conditions.

A second category focused on the organization. The objectives of maintenance managers here were to exercise control to keep systems running. The demands seen from this source involved schedules and budgets, and keeping up communications.

A third category of response focused on the user community. The objectives here were aimed at keeping the user satisfied or even happy. The demands seen from this source mostly concerned how maintenance service was provided.

A fourth category focused on the managers' subordinates. The objectives here dealt with providing acceptable work conditions. The demands involved morale.

A fifth category focused on closely related organizational units, such as computer operations, systems, and procedures, EDP auditing, and data entry. The objectives here dealt with avoiding difficulties. The demands seen involved performance aspects of the software.

Table I lists some representative objectives, and Table II lists some representative demands. For convenience in reading, the table entries shown have been classified by category. Note that the numbering assigned to the categories is arbitrary, though reflective of general management thinking. The ordering of the items within each category, however, is totally without significance and entirely arbitrary.

FINDINGS

The findings here, as in many other studies, depend in part on the manner of collecting the responses. The objectives and demands were separately solicited without first pointing out to the respondents any connection or relationship between them. Both sets of responses were solicited from the same respondents in the context of examining management practices affecting maintenance.
TABLE I—Representative held objectives identified by maintenance managers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 1. Toward supervisors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do maintenance effectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce costs for work accomplished</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get recognition for job done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use resources effectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep within estimates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 2. Toward the organization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Keep systems running</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act to fit plan, do not react</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep control over maintenance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 3. Toward the user community</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve communication with users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep users happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide good estimates promptly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfy users' requests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide a smooth transition from development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get recognition for a good job done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase users' involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce problem areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make changes in a timely fashion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevent users from moving the target</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 4. Toward subordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Improve morale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep people motivated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide growth potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make maintenance work desirable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keep subordinates happy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide training</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category 5. Toward related organizational units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use less computer time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do less testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfy EDP audit requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analyze production problems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unclassified

Before being asked for held objectives and seen demands, the respondents were each asked to what extent they believed that in their organizations the unit charged with doing maintenance work on application software was a "service unit." All of the respondents indicated that they regarded themselves as working in service units. By a "service unit" was meant a unit whose mission, function, and task is to support the functioning of other organizational units of the same parent organization—not, for example, to operate as a profit center selling software maintenance in the open market to any customer. Most maintenance units (but not all) also had software development responsibilities.

The findings from the survey showed much variation in the degree of correspondence between managers' held objectives and seen demands. Some managers displayed a close match. Others displayed large discrepancies. The results reported here are for the aggregate; hence they are not necessarily fully applicable as a picture of the way any one particular maintenance manager sees himself or herself.

An interesting aspect of the findings was the scant attention most maintenance managers gave to ordering either their held objectives or seen demands. Apparently, they do not usually think of them in terms of a hierarchy of priorities. Rather, maintenance managers think of them as associated, sometimes causally; hence the managers take a linear or sequential view of them. Thinking of one objective or demand reminds them of another, which in turn calls to mind still another, and so on, with scant attention to their relative importance.

The most significant finding from the survey was of a mismatch between the managers' objectives, and the demands they saw placed on them. Although partial overlap was present, both the set of held objectives and the set of seen demands covered areas and specific items not covered by the other. While a perfect match was not expected, the overall magnitude and character of the mismatch was unexpected.

This mismatch showed the maintenance manager as having many objectives and no demands in the category of convenience. In fact, this was the largest category of objectives. A mismatch was expected here, but not to the major extent observed. Examples of some of the convenience objectives cited were not to get home late, to have a better qualified staff of subordinates, to consolidate related requests, to have time to test completely, to make maintenance work easier to manage, and to work on a planned rather than a reactive basis. The picture is one of putting self, not the user and not the organization, first.

The user category had the largest number of seen demands, and the second largest number of held objectives expressed. The tenor of the demands was that the users seemed to be acting as though they were buyers of services. Yet the objec-
tives the maintenance managers held were only in part those of vendors of services. Rather than being a crisp "provide what he wants, when he wants it, and at an agreed price," the objectives were diffuse and means oriented, including such items as increasing user involvement, providing a smooth transition, reducing problem areas, keeping users happy, and getting recognition. When such patterns occur in lines of work other than computer software, the usual interpretation is that the manager is experiencing difficulty in providing performance, either from management incompetence, inappropriate resources, or inadequate work methods used by subordinates, or from some combination of them. Whether this interpretation also applies to software maintenance, or not, is unknown.

The supervisor category suggests that the maintenance managers picture their supervisors as wanting them to make do with what they have, yet to adjust to changing requirements as well. The managers' held objectives focus on keeping within estimates, reducing costs, and getting recognition. The match for this category is the closest of all the categories, yet it still shows some divergence.

In contrast, the subordinates category is very divergent. The only common seen demand is ill-defined: improve morale. The held objectives were generally vague, such as to keep subordinates happy, to keep them motivated, and to make maintenance desirable. The maintenance manager appears to be out of touch with his or her subordinates. Yet subordinates are the means by which the maintenance service is accomplished.

The organization was seen as above average in the number of seen demands but low in the number of held objectives. The demands were specific and involved administrative procedures or practices, such as filling out reports or meeting deadlines. In contrast, the held objectives were very general, such as keeping the systems running and providing control. Apparently there are feelings of psychological distance, and the maintenance managers do not feel themselves to be part of the organizational team.

Finally, the managers had very few held objectives in the related organizational-units category, yet demands were seen as present. No convincing interpretation has been found yet for this mismatch, other than a reinforcement of the psychological-distance interpretation noted above.

In summary, the message that emerges is that the objectives held by the maintenance managers do not focus closely on the demands that they perceive. Apparently the managers see themselves, except as regards their relations with superiors, as concerned with trying to keep afloat and with side issues rather than directly with providing service to the user community. This is consistent with the findings of another survey.

A hint of confirmation is available from informal conversations with user representatives. About a third of the user organizations contacted complained that they were not being adequately serviced. Their maintenance needs were not being attended to at a level commensurate, they believed, with their financial contribution (implicit or explicit) to paying for the maintenance effort. They believed that they were paying for more service than they were getting; the most frequent culprit they saw was the maintenance managers' “misdirected ef-

forts.” It would be interesting to compare the maintenance managers' held objectives with what the users and others in their organizations regard as their claims upon the maintenance managers.

DISCUSSION

The most probable causes of a self-view of the sort just noted are the maintenance managers' choices of objectives, the emphasis they give to achieving them, and the constraints that are beyond their abilities to affect. Let us look at each cause.

The constraints on the managers in the very near term (such as this week) are real and intractable. The code is what it is, the subordinates' skills are what they are, and the computer programs to be run are mostly set. In the face of this fixity, bugs appear unpredictably, changes requiring unpredictable amounts of effort are to be made in the software, and other work may take away from the available staff and computer time, according to the maintenance managers. Many maintenance managers appear to set as their objectives what will let them live with these constraints from day to day, indefinitely.

Many of the constraints on the managers in the longer term, say a year from now, are tractable. For example, in a year's time subordinates' skills and work practices can be drastically changed, code can be made more maintainable, and user needs can be in part anticipated and deliberately scheduled for satisfaction—if the maintenance managers so choose. However, informal conversation indicates that many maintenance managers believe themselves to be powerless or their hands to be tied—"Who's going to pay for it?" and "They won't let me do it," they say. In other lines of management work, such views are often regarded as focusing on the problem rather than on the opportunity, a sign of weakness in management. Whether or not this is also true in software maintenance has not been established.

Managers always give more emphasis or attention in their performance to meeting some objectives than to others. The choices managers make reflect personal preferences, personality, and the mix of skills, as well as a conflict between lip-service and performance. It is just human nature for managers to emphasize what they are comfortable with and what they like to do. The element of job security also affects the emphasis too. The old saw about programmers creating job security by documenting nothing and writing opaque code seems also to apply to some maintenance managers. Keeping a big backlog of unsatisfied user demands is apparently seen by a few maintenance managers as not only ensuring job security but also strengthening requests for increases in the manager's pay and status.

Managers' choices of objectives are really statements of the terms in which the managers see their jobs. Managers can express these in any way they like. Managers may elect to ignore nearly all of the demands they see and to concentrate objectives on other matters. Or at the other extreme, managers can match, nearly one-for-one, objectives against demands. Managers set their own objectives, because other objectives—such as those they hear their bosses pushing—are
by definition not the managers' objectives but rather just some more demands upon them. The critical factor is the extent to which their behavior is guided by the held objectives. Managers who profess one thing and then do something inconsistent with it usually get unfavorable attention from their supervisors and associates. Whether or not this is also true for maintenance managers has not been established.

CONCLUSION

The survey reported here has highlighted a discrepancy between the objectives and the demands that maintenance managers see as defining their jobs. The reality that the managers live with is the reality they see—the seen demands, and their choices of objectives. In a service organization, the held objectives and the seen demands should match fairly closely, if objectives direct or guide performance. The survey reported here found a mismatch, with differences in the type, number, and quality of the held objectives and those of the seen demands. Under the assumption just noted, this mismatch is a significant cause of difficulty in managing maintenance.
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**Executive Director**  
Paul Raisig

**Executive Secretary**  
Joan Tackett

### COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT

**Director of Communications**  
John Gilbert

**Communications Coordinator**  
Dianne Edgar

**Communications Support**  
Leslie Rodier

**Facilities Coordinator**  
Debra Guazzo

**Secretary**  
Patricia Mayo

**Receptionist**  
Tryphene Miller

### FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

**Director of Finance and Administration**  
Janis P. Gemignani

**Administrative Assistant**  
Vacant

### CONFERENCE DEPARTMENT

**Director of Conferences**  
James H. Kroell

**Administrative Assistant**  
Susan Robinson

### AFIPS HEADQUARTERS STAFF

**Accountant**  
Patricia Whiteaker (Acting)

**Bookkeeper**  
Carrol Reid

**Accounting Clerk**  
John Balderson

**Registration Manager**  
Dennis Smoot

**Registration Support**  
Teresa DiMurro

**Fulfillment Administrator**  
Olive Shilland

**Secretary**  
Sharon Conway

**NCC Proceedings Production Editor**  
Elizabeth G. Emanuel

**Conference Operations Manager**  
Sam Lippman

**Conference Operations Coordinator**  
Margaret Dyer

**Conference Secretary**  
Wendy Chin

**Marketing Manager**  
Ann-Marie Bartels

**Marketing Coordinator**  
Loretta Keller

**Marketing Secretary**  
Elizabeth Dollison

**Exhibit Operations Manager**  
Larry Jennings

**Exhibit Operations Support**  
Jill Newman

**Exhibit Sales Manager**  
Richard Dobson

**Exhibit Sales Coordinator**  
Katherine Stormont

**Exhibit Sales Support**  
Molly Finney (Acting)